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A B S T R A C T

An Optimistic Fair Exchange (OFE) protocol is a good way for two parties to

exchange their digital items in a fair way such that at the end of the protocol

execution, both of them receive their items or none of them receive anything. In

an OFE protocol there is a semi-trusted third party, named arbitrator, which

involves in the protocol if it is necessary. But there is a security problem when

arbitrator acts dishonestly and colludes with the verifier, that is, the arbitrator

can complete the transaction without getting signer’s agreement. Huang et

al. in 2011 addressed this issue by formalizing the accountability property.

However, Huang et al.’s scheme is secure in the random oracle model which is

not available in the real world. We present the first generic accountable OFE

protocol that is secure in the standard model by using traceable ring signatures

(TRSs) as our primitive. We prove the security of our protocol under the

chosen-key model and multi-user setting.

© 2015 ISC. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

A n OFE protocol consists of three parties: a signer,
a verifier, and an arbitrator. First, Alice, the

signer, sends Bob, the verifier, her partial signature
on a specific item, to ensure Bob that she wants to
do the transaction. These items are electronic prod-
ucts or services such as software, music, video, utility
bills, electronic magazines, and journals. Then, Bob
sends Alice the item agreed to be exchanged. After
that, Alice sends Bob her full signature and termi-
nates the protocol. If Alice refuses to send Bob her
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full signature after receiving the item from Bob, Bob
can ask the arbitrator to convert the partial signature
to the full signature by which, the verifier can take
the item’s price from the signer’s bank account. Be-
cause of this scenario, at the end of the protocol, both
parties receive their items from each other or none of
them obtains anything. The term optimistic means
that the arbitrator is not always online and interferes
just when a dispute occurs.

There are various paradigms to construct OFE pro-
tocols. A conventional way is verifiable encrypted sig-
natures [2] in which the full signature is an ordinary
signature. The partial signature is an ordinary signa-
ture encrypted under the arbitrator’s public key along
with a zero-knowledge proof which implies that the
encrypted signature consists of the ordinary signature.
In this type of OFE protocol, if Alice refuses to send
Bob the full signature, Bob can refer to the arbitrator
and wants him to decrypt Alice’s partial signature.
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Another way to construct OFE protocol is based
on sequential two-party multisignatures [3]. In such a
signature, two signers are able to sign a message using
their private keys. Park et al. proposed an OFE proto-
col based on multisignature [4]. In park et al.’s scheme,
the signer splits her private key into two partial parts
and sends the second part to the arbitrator. Then, she
signs a message with respect to the first part as a par-
tial signature. The full signature is another signature
on the partial signature, this time with respect to the
second part of the private key. By using the second
part of the private key, the arbitrator is always capa-
ble of transforming the partial signature to the full
signature in a situation where Bob does not receive
Alice’s full signature.

Another paradigm for constructing OFE protocol
is proposed by Huang et al. [5]. The partial signature
in Huang et al.’s scheme is an ordinary signature and
the full signature is a partial signature along with a
ring signature in a ring which consists of the signer
and the arbitrator.

Almost all OFE protocols have the resolution am-
biguity (also known as transparency) property that
indicates the full signatures generated by the signer
should be indistinguishable from the ones created by
the arbitrator. But this property can compromise the
fairness of the OFE protocols if the arbitrator acts dis-
honest and colludes with the verifiers. As an example
consider Huang et al.’s protocol [5] in the following
scenario.

• The verifier receives the partial signature from
the signer and stops the protocol without send-
ing anything to the signer. Then, he refers to the
arbitrator and asks him to convert the partial sig-
nature to the full signature. Next, the arbitrator
generates a ring signature and creates the full sig-
nature. Due to the anonymity of ring signatures,
no one can trace the full signature creator. As a
result, the verifier achieves the full signature of
the signer and can refer to the bank and draw
some money out of the signer’s account without
sending back anything to the signer.

To solve the above mentioned problem, Huang et al.
formalized the notion of accountable OFE to identify
the dishonest party [6]. They proposed the first generic
design of OFE protocol with accountability, where
the identity of the full signature generator (either
the signer or the arbitrator) remains unknown until
certain proofs are issued.

But Huang et al.’s protocol is secure in the random
oracle model which does not essentially remain se-
cure in the real world, since there is not any real hash
function that can implement a true random oracle.

Therefore, we present the first generic accountable
OFE protocol which is secure in the standard model.
Our protocol is similar to Huang et al.’s protocol [5]
with the only difference that we use traceable ring
signature (TRS) as our ring signature. In a normal
situation, our OFE protocol is similar to the ordinary
OFE protocols, but in a situation where a dispute
occurs about who is the real producer of the full sig-
nature, both the arbitrator and the signer can present
their evidences, by which and according to the tracing
algorithm, we can decide who the real signer is.

1.1 Related Work

Optimistic fair exchange (OFE) was first introduced
by Asokan et al. in 1997, to solve the problem of
fairly exchanging digital items [7]. Later, Asokan et al.
formalized the notion of OFE of digital signatures [8]
and proposed a concrete protocol which has the timely-
termination and accountability properties. Timely-
termination means that if one party does not respond
for a long time, the other can ask the arbitrator to stop
the protocol. Asokan et al.’s protocols are interactive
protocol, while in 2003, Dodis and Reyzin proposed
the notion of verifiably committed signatures by which
the security model of non-interactive OFE protocol
is formally defined [9]. Their security model consists
of three aspects: security against signers, security
against verifiers and security against the arbitrator.
This model is setup-driven (initial key registration is
required between users and the arbitrator) and single-
user setting that consists of one signer, one verifier
along with one arbitrator. Next in 2008, Dodis et al.
presented a setup-free and multi-user setting scheme,
that is, there are many signers and verifiers along with
one arbitrator [10]. In this model, a malicious party
can collude with other parties and attack the OFE
protocol. Dodis et al. showed by a counterexample
that an OFE protocol which is secure in the single-
user setting is not necessarily secure in the multi-user
setting [10]. Huang et al. defined a new property called
strong resolution ambiguity which means that if one
can convert a partial signature to a full signature using
signer’s private key or arbitrator’s private key, and
outputs such a pair , it is impossible to tell which key
is used in the conversion [11]. They proved that for
an OFE protocol with strong resolution ambiguity,
the security in the single-user setting is preserved in
the multi-user setting [11]. Huang et al. [5] considered
the security model of OFE protocol not only in the
multi-user setting, but also in the chosen-key model
while all previous OFE protocols were in the certified-
key model. The chosen-key model is in contrast to the
certified-key model, in which before using a public
key, the adversary must prove the knowledge of the
corresponding private key. They proved by an attack
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against verifiable encrypted signatures OFE based on
Waters signature [12] that security in the certified-
key model does not imply security in the chosen-key
model. Then, various OFE protocols are proposed [13–
17], which most of them are secure in the multi-user
setting and chosen-key model which we refer to some
of them below.

Huang et al.’s proposed the notion of ambiguous
OFE to prevent the verifier from misusing the signer’s
partial signature [13]. In an ambiguous OFE, the ver-
ifier cannot convince anybody except the arbitrator
about the authorship of a partial signature generated
by the signer. This notion enhanced in many works
including [16] in which no outsider, including the ar-
bitrator, can collect any evidence about the exchange
between the signer and verifier even after a resolu-
tion by the arbitrator. Traditionally, the items being
exchanged are digital signatures. Recently, OFE of
ring signatures [14] (two members from two different
groups can exchange their ring signatures in a fair
way) and OFE of threshold signatures [15] (signatures
are created by a subset of legitimate signers instead of
a single signer) are considered. Wang et al. introduced
attribute-based OFE which take into account user’s
attributes such as nationality and age [17].

In 2011, Huang et al. [6] formalized the notion of
accountable OFE and provide a generic scheme, which
enjoys the accountability along with the transparency
while the scheme proposed in [8] has a non-transparent
third party. They defined the security requirements
needed for an accountable OFE and proved the se-
curity of their generic protocol in the random oracle
model. In addition, they presented a concrete protocol
as an example of their generic scheme.

Rivest et al. introduced the concept of ring signa-
tures [18] which attract a great attention later [19–21].
Ring signatures allow a signer as a ring member, to
sign a message on behalf of her ring anonymously, in
order to identify her ring. An OR-signature can be
viewed as a two-user ring signature. OR-signatures
are created by applying the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [22]
to the OR-proof [23]. Due to the application of the
Fiat-Shamir heuristic, all OR-signatures are secure in
the random oracle model.

1.2 Contributions

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

(1) We present the first generic OFE protocol with
accountability property which is secure in the
standard model. The partial signature is an or-
dinary signature. The full signature is a partial
signature along with a traceable ring signature
(TRS) in a ring which consists of the signer and

the arbitrator. By using the traceability prop-
erty of TRSs, we design a tracing algorithm to
detect the dishonest party. We define a security
model that is multi-user setting and chosen key
model and prove the security of our protocol in
this model.

(2) The partial signature in Huang et al.’s generic
scheme [6] is an ordinary signature as well as our
generic scheme. On the other hand, their full sig-
nature consists of a partial signature, a random
number, an undeniable signature along with an
OR-signature. The OR-signature which states
that the producer of the undeniable signature
is either the signer or arbitrator, is generated
by using non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK)
proofs. However, in our scheme the full signature
is a partial signature along with a TRS. Thus,
their full signature is more complex compared
to our full signature in both generation and veri-
fication. Therefore, we obtain the accountability
more efficiently. Huang et al. also presented a
variant of their scheme when employing multi-
ple arbitrators [6] that is more complex than our
scheme since we use ring signatures rather than
OR-signatures.

(3) Because of using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [22]
for generating OR-signatures, we cannot con-
struct concrete protocols which are secure in
the standard model from Huang et al.’s generic
scheme [6]. However, in our generic scheme,
we use ordinary signature schemes and TRS
schemes which are proven secure in the stan-
dard model, therefore, it is possible to construct
concrete OFE protocol without random oracle.

In Section 2, we define accountable OFE protocol and
its security model. In Section 3, we review some pre-
liminaries used in our scheme. In Section 4, we pro-
pose our generic protocol and prove its security in the
standard model. Next, we present a concrete proto-
col which is secure in the random oracle model. Then,
we provide a comparison with other OFE protocols.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 Syntax and Security Model

In this section, we define the accountable OFE and
its security requirements in the multi-user setting
and chosen-key model. The formal definitions of the
following sections are deduced from those in [5, 6] with
a small modification where needed.

2.1 Syntax of Accountable OFE

An accountable OFE protocol consists of the following
algorithms [6]. The last three algorithms are additional
algorithms in comparison with a traditional OFE
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protocol to make OFE accountable:

• PMGen: On input 1k where k is the security
parameter, it outputs the system parameter PM .

• SetupTTP : On input PM , the algorithm outputs
the arbitrator’s public key PKT and the corre-
sponding secret key SKT .

• SetupUser: On input PM and (optionally) PKT ,
the algorithm outputs a public /secret key pair
(PK,SK). We denote by (PKi, SKi) the user
Ui key pair.

• PSig: On input (m,SKi, PKT ), gives as output
a signature σP , which is denoted as a partial
signature.
• PV er: On input (m,σP , PKi, PKT ), gives as out-

put accept (“1”) or reject (“0”).
• FSig: On input (m,SKi, PKT ), gives as output a

signature σF , which is denoted as a full signature.
• FV er: On input (m,σF , PKi, PKT ), gives as out-

put accept (“1”) or reject (“0”).
• Res: The resolution algorithm takes as input

(m,σP , SKT , PKi) and gives as output a full
signature σF , or ⊥ showing the failure of the
resolution.

• ProveTTP : On input (m,σF , PKi, PKT , SKT ),
gives as output a proof πTTP to claim or deny
the signature.

• ProveUser: On input (m,σF , PKi, PKT , SKi),
gives as output a proof πUser to claim or deny
the signature.

• Trace: On input (m,σF , PKi, PKT , π), gives as
output PKi, PKT or ⊥. Notice that for running
the tracing algorithm we do not need any spe-
cial secret. Thus, this algorithm could be run by
anybody.

Correctness : If all the signatures are generated accord-
ing to the protocol specification, we need the following
to be true:

PV er(m,PSig(m,SKi, PKT ), PKi, PKT ) = 1

FV er(m,FSig(m,SKi, PKT ), PKi, PKT ) = 1

FV er(m,Res(m,PSig(m,SKi, PKT ), SKT , PKi)

, PKi, PKT ) = 1

In addition, if we have (m,σF , PKi, PKT , π), where
σF is a valid full signature on m and π is a proof
generated by the ProveUser or ProveTTP algorithm,
we will have:

Trace(m,σF , PKi, PKT , π) = 1

Resolution ambiguity : Any full signature generated by
the signer FSig(m,SKi, PKT ), is computationally
indistinguishable from that resolved by the arbitrator
Res(m,PSig(
m,SKi, PKT ), SKT , PKi).

2.2 Accessible Oracles by Adversary

To formally define the security requirements of an
accountable OFE, an adversary plays a game against
a challenger and may have access to the following
oracles:

• ORes Refers to the resolution oracle that takes
as input a partial signature σP of the user i on
message m and outputs a full signature σF .

• OPSig Refers to the partial signing oracle that
takes as an input a message m and returns a
partial signature σP under the PKi.

• OFSig Refers to the full signing oracle that takes
as an input a message m and returns a full signa-
ture σF under the PKi.

• OProveTTP(User) On a valid message-signature
pair (m,σF ) under (PKi, PKj) as inputs, re-
sponds by a proof π.

2.3 Security Model

The security of an accountable OFE protocol consists
of four aspects: accountability, security against signers,
security against verifiers, and security against the
arbitrator. The definitions of them in the multi-user
setting and chosen-key model are as follows:

Accountability By an accountable OFE we mean
that it provides the following definition of account-
ability:

(1) Type I Accountability: It is infeasible for the
signer to produce a full signature which can be
proved as an output of the Res algorithm.

(2) Type IIAccountability: It is infeasible for the
arbitrator to produce a full signature which can
be proved as an output of the FSig algorithm.

(3) Type III Accountability: It is infeasible for
the arbitrator and the signer to both claim or
deny a valid full signature.

We formally define the following experiment for the
type I accountability:

PM ← PMGen(1k)

(PKT , SKT )← SetupTTP (PM)

(PK∗)← A(PKT )

(m,σF , π)← AO
ProveTTP ,ORes (PK∗, PKT )

Success of A := [FV er(m,σF , PK
∗, PKT ) = 1∧

Trace(m,σF , PK
∗, PKT , π)

= PKT ∧ (m, ., PK∗) /∈ Query(A,ORes)]

PK∗ is the chosen public key by the adversary who
may not know the corresponding private key. The
list Query(A,ORes) refers to resolution queries that
issued by A to the resolution oracle for resolving any
partial signature with respect to the chosen public key
without knowing the corresponding private key.
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Definition 1. An OFE scheme is (t, q, ε)-type I ac-
countable, if any PPT adversary that runs at most in
time t, makes at most q queries, succeeds in the above
experiment at most with ε probability.

For formal definition of the type II and III account-
ability, the reader can refer to [6].

Security Against Signers No PPT adversary
can produce a partial signature which passes the PV er
algorithm, but cannot be converted to the full signa-
ture by the arbitrator with non-negligible probability.
This aspect of security gives an assurance of fairness
to the verifiers, i.e. the verifier always acquires the full
signature from the arbitrator, if he has a partial signa-
ture from the signer. We formally define the following
experiment:

PM ← PMGen(1k)

(PKT , SKT )← SetupTTP (PM)

(m,σP , PK
∗)← AORes (PKT )

σF ← Res(m,σP , SKT , PK
∗)

Success of A := [PV er(m,σP , PK
∗, PKT ) = 1

∧ FV er(m,σF , PK
∗, PKT ) = 0

In this experiment, the adversary can choose arbi-
trarily the public key PK∗ without knowing the cor-
responding private key.

Definition 2. An OFE scheme is (t, qRes, ε)-secure
against signers, if any PPT adversary that runs at
most in time t and makes at most qRes resolution
queries, succeeds in the above experiment at most
with probability ε.

Security Against Verifiers No PPT adversary
can generate a full signature without asking the signer
or the arbitrator to produce it with non-negligible
probability. We formally define the following experi-
ment:

PM ← PMGen(1k)

(PKT , SKT )← SetupTTP (PM)

(PK,SK)← SetupUser(PM)

(m,σF )← AOPSig,ORes (PKT , PK)

Success of A := [FV er(m,σF , PK, PKT ) = 1

∧ (m, ., PK) /∈ Query(A,ORes)

The verifier does not need to access the full signature
oracle OFSig, since she can produce the full signature
by the resolution oracleORes, and the partial signature
oracle OPSig.

Definition 3. An OFE scheme is (t, qRes, qPSig, ε)-
secure against verifiers, if any PPT adversary that
runs at most in time t, makes at most qRes resolution
queries and qPSig partial signing queries, succeeds in
the above experiment at most with probability ε.

Security Against the arbitrator No PPT ad-
versary can generate a full signature without having

the corresponding partial signature from the signer
with non-negligible probability. This aspect of secu-
rity gives an assurance of fairness to the signer that is,
no one can frame the full signature without asking the
signer to produce the partial signature. We formally
define the following experiment:

PM ← PMGen(1k)

(PK,SK)← SetupUser(PM)

(PKT , SK
∗
T )← A(PK)

(m,σF )← AOPSig (SK∗T , PKT , PK)

Success of A := [FV er(m,σF , PK, PKT ) = 1

∧ (m, .) /∈ Query(A,OPSig)]

Where SK∗T is A’s state information, which might
not be the corresponding private key of PKT and the
Query(A,OPSig) refers to the partial signing queries
that issued by the partial signing oracle.

Definition 4. An OFE scheme is (t, qPSig, ε)-secure
against the arbitrator, if any PPT adversary that runs
at most in time t and makes at most qPSig partial
signing queries, succeeds in the above experiment at
most with probability ε.

Definition 5. An accountable OFE scheme is said
to be secure in the multi-user setting and chosen-key
model if it is accountable, secure against signers, se-
cure against verifiers and secure against the arbitra-
tor.

3 Preliminaries

Our scheme is based on two primitives: an ordinary
signature and a TRS.

3.1 Ordinary Signature

An ordinary digital signature scheme OS consists of
three algorithms defined as below:

• OS.KG: On input 1k, where k is the security
parameter, outputs a key pair (pk, sk).

• OS.Sig: On input (m, sk), outputs a signature σ.
• OS.V er: On input (m,σ, pk), outputs accept “1”

or reject “0”.

Correctness: We require that for every k ∈ N, every
(pk, sk) output by OS.KG(1k), and every message m
in the appropriate underlying plaintext space, The
following equation holds

OS.V er(m,OS.Sig(m, sk), pk) = 1

The standard unforgeability game for an ordinary
signature scheme is defined as follows [24]:

(pk, sk)← OS.KG(1k)

(m,σ)← AOOS.Sig (pk)

Success of A := [OS.V er(m,σ, pk) = 1

∧ (m, .) /∈ Query(A,OOS.Sig)]

The Adversary A is a PPT adversary and OOS.Sig
is the signing oracle which takes as input a message
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m and outputs a signature on m under pk. The list
Query(A,OOS.Sig) is the signing queries issued by A.

Definition 6. A signature scheme is said to be
(t, q, ε)-unforgeable, if any PPT adversary that runs
at most in time t and makes at most q signing queries,
wins the experiment with at most ε probability.

3.2 Traceable Ring Signature

The ring signature allows a signer to sign a message
on behalf of a ring anonymously and compared to
group signatures does not need any group manager and
special setup. However, it is vulnerable to malicious
signers because of its anonymity. The traceable ring
signature (TRS) restricts the anonymity of the signer
[20]. The TRS has a tag that consists of a list of public
keys and an issue which refers to a social event. If the
signer signs a message with respect to the tag for the
first time, she remains anonymous, but if she signs
another message with respect to the same tag, the
identity of the signer is revealed. A TRS consists of
the following algorithms [20]:

• TRS.KG: Takes as input a security parameter k
and outputs a key pair (pk, sk).

• TRS.Sig: Takes as input a secrect key ski, a tag
L = (issue, pkN ), a message m, and outputs σ,
where N = {1, ..., n} denotes an ordered list of
signers and PKN = {pk1, ..., pkn} is a public key
list.

• TRS.V er: Takes as input a tag L = (issue, pkN ),
a message m, and a signature σ, and outputs “1”
or “0”.

• TRS.Trace: Takes as input a tagL = (issue, pkN ),
and two message-signature pairs, (m,σ), (m′, σ′),
and outputs “linked”, “indep” or pk where
pk ∈ pkN .

Correctness: For every k ∈ N, every n ∈ N, every
i ∈ N = {1, ..., n}, and every issue ∈ {0, 1}∗, and
everym ∈ {0, 1}∗, if (pkN , skN )← TRS.KG(1k) and
σ ← TRS.Sig(m,L, ski), where L = (issue, pkN ), we
need the following to be true:

TRS.V er(m,L, σ) = 1

3.2.1 Security Properties

The security requirements for a TRS are as follows
[20]:

• Traceability : If a ring member signs two differ-
ent messages with respect to the same tag, the
identity of the signer can be traced.

• Tag-linkabiity (One-more unforgeability): If a ring
member signs twice with respect to the same tag,
two signatures can be detected as linked.

• Anonymity : As long as a ring member signs once

per tag, the identity of the signer remains anony-
mous.

• Exculpability : A honest ring member cannot be
accused of signing twice with respect to the same
tag. We formally define the following experiment
for the exculpability:

(pk, sk)← TRS.KG(1k)

(L′,m, σ), (L′,m′, σ′)← AOTRS.Sigsk (pk)

Success of A := [TRS.Trace(L′,m, σ,m′, σ′) = pk

∧ at least one of (L′,m) or (L′,m′)

/∈ Query(A,OTRS.Sigsk ) ∧ pk ∈ L
′]

where OTRS.Sigsk is the TRS oracle of the
target user which takes as input a message m,
a list of public keys where pk ∈ L, and out-
puts a TRS σ on m under the ring L. The list
Query(A,OTRS.Sigsk) is the TRS queries issued
by A.

Definition 7. A TRS scheme is (t, q, ε)-
exculpable, if any PPT adversary that runs at
most in time t, makes at most q queries, suc-
ceeds in the above experiment at most with
probability ε.

• Unforgeability : The standard unforgeability game
for a TRS scheme is defined as follows:

(pki, ski)← TRS.KG(1k) for i ∈ N = {1, ..., n}
T := (issue, PKR)

(L′,m, σ)← AOTRS.Sig (L)

Success of A := [TRS.V er(m,σ, L′) = 1

∧ (.,m, L′) /∈ Query(A,OTRS.Sig)]

where oracle OTRS.Sig is the TRS oracle which
takes as input a message m, an index i, a list of
public keys L and outputs a TRS σ on m under
the ring L.

Definition 8. A TRS scheme is said to be
(t, q, ε)-unforgeable, if any PPT adversary that
runs at most in time t and makes at most q
TRS queries, wins the experiment with at most
ε probability.

For formal definition of the other security require-
ments, the interested reader can refer to [20].

4 Our Generic Scheme and its
Security Analysis

In this section, we give a detail description of our
generic OFE protocol and also provide a security
analysis of the proposed protocol.

4.1 Generic Scheme

There are many ordinary signatures and TRS schemes
proven secure in the standard model such as [25],
[21]. Using these schemes in our generic OFE proto-
col, it is possible to construct concrete and efficient
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OFE protocols which are secure in the standard
model. The partial signature is an ordinary signa-
ture with signer’s secret key and the full signature
constitutes of the partial signature along with a
TRS in a ring consisting of the signer and the
arbitrator. Let OS = (OS.KG,OS.Sig,OS.V er)
be an ordinary signature scheme and TRS =
(TRS.KG, TRS.Sig, TRS.V er, TRS.Trace) be a
TRS scheme. Our accountable OFE protocol consists
of the following algorithms:

• PMGen: On input the security parameter 1k,
this algorithm generates the parameters needed
for the OS and TRS, which will be used in the
other algorithms of OFE.

• SetupTTP : The arbitrator computes (PKT , SKT )
by running (skT , pkT )← TRS.KG(1k).

• SetupUser: Each user runs (sk1i , pk
1
i ) ←

OS.KG(1k) and (sk2i , pk
2
i ) ← TRS.KG(1k)

to compute the key pair (SKi, PKi) =
((sk1i , sk

2
i ), (pk1i , pk

2
i )).

• PSig: To partially sign a message m, the signer
computes an ordinary signature by running
OS.Sig(m, sk1i ), where σP is a partial signature.

• PV er: To verify the partial signature σP on a mes-
sage m, the verifier checks if OS.V er(m,σP , pk

1
i )

= 1.
• FSig: To fully sign a message m, the signer first

computes the partial signature σP by running
OS.Sig(m, sk1i ) and then computes a TRS by run-
ning σTRS ← TRS.Sig(m ‖ σP ‖ PKi, sk

2
i , L).

The full signature is (σP , σ
TRS).

• FV er: To verify the signature σF on input a mes-
sagem, the verifier first runsOS.V er(m,σP , pk

1
i )

to verify σp and then runs TRS.V er(m ‖ σP ‖
PKi, σ

TRS , L) to verify σTRS . If both the verifi-
cation output 1, then accepts ; otherwise, rejects.

• Res: After receiving σP from the verifier, that is
claimed to be generated by the signer, the arbi-
trator first checks the validity of σP by running
OS.V er(m,σP , pk

1
i ) and checks if the verifier did

his job. Then he transfers the partial signature to
the full signature σF by running TRS.Sig(m ‖
σP ‖ PKi, skT , L) and sets σF = (σP , σ

TRS).
• ProveTTP : To claim or deny a signature σF =

(σP , σ
TRS) on message m with respect to the

tag L, the arbitrator runs TRS.Sig(m′ ‖ σP ‖
PKi, skT , L) and computes σTRS

′
, where m′ is

an arbitrary message different fromm and returns
πTTP = (m′, σTRS

′
) as a proof.

• ProveUser: To claim or deny a signature σF =
(σP , σ

TRS) on message m with respect to the
tag L, the user runs TRS.Sig(m′′ ‖ σP ‖
PKi, sk

2
i , L) and computes σTRS

′′
, where m′′

is an arbitrary message different from m and
returns πUser = (m′′, σTRS

′′
) as a proof.

• Trace: To trace the producer of the message-
signature pair (m,σF ), where σF = (σP , σ

TRS),
the algorithm proceeds as follows:

(1) Verifies the validity of πTTP = (m′, σTRS
′
) by

running TRS.V er(m′ ‖ σP ‖ PKi, σ
TRS′

, L)
and that m 6= m′. If either of the verification
fails, the judgment will be done according
to πUser; otherwise, it checks the relation
between (m,σTRS) and πTTP = (m′, σTRS

′
)

with respect to the tag L, by running pki ←
TRS.Trace((m ‖ σP ‖ PKi, σ

TRS), (m′ ‖
σP ‖ PKi, σ

TRS′
), L).

(2) Verifies the validity of πUser = (m′′, σTRS
′′
) by

running TRS.V er(m′′ ‖ σP ‖ PKi, σ
TRS′′

, L)
and that m 6= m′′. If either of the verification
fails, the judgment will be done according to
the πTTP ; otherwise, it checks the relation
between (m,σTRS) and πUser = (m′′, σTRS

′′
)

with respect to the tag L by running
TRS.Trace((m ‖ σP ‖ PKi, σ

TRS), (m′′ ‖
σP ‖ PKi, σ

TRS′′
), L).

(3) If the output of both 1 and 2 are the same, out-
put pki(PKi or PKT ); otherwise, ⊥. If either
of the sides refuses to present a proof, the judg-
ment will be done according to the other one.

The correctness property of the proposed protocol is
easy to follow and the resolution ambiguity follows
directly from the anonymity property of TRSs.

4.2 Security Analysis

Lemma 1. Our OFE protocol is (t, q, ε)-type I ac-
countable, if the underlying TRS is (t, q, ε)-exculpable.

Proof. LetA be a PPT adversary who (t, q, ε)-breaks
the accountability, we build a PPT algorithmA′ which
runs A as a subroutine and (t, q, ε)-breaks the excul-
pability of TRSs.

On input the target public key pk = PKT , A′ feeds
A with PKT , outputs PK∗ where PK∗ is the signer’s
public key. For a resolution query (m,σP , PK

∗)
from A, A′ asks his OTRS.SigskT

oracle to generate

a TRS σTRS on (m ‖ σP ‖ PK∗) under the tag
L = (issue, (PK∗, PKT )) and sets σF = (σP , σ

TRS)
as a resolved signature. For a ProveTTP query
(m,σF , PK

∗, PKT ), A′ asks his OTRS.SigskT
oracle

to sign (m′ ‖ σP ‖ PK∗) under the tag L where
m 6= m′ and returns π = (m′, σTRS

′
) as a proof.

At the end of the game,A outputs (m̄, σ̄F , π̄), where
π̄ = π, σ̄F = (σ̄P , ¯σTRS), Trace(m̄, σ̄F , PK

∗, PKT , π̄)
= PKT and (m̄, ., PK∗) /∈ Query(A,ORes). Now,
A′ outputs (L, m̄ ‖ σP ‖ PK∗, ¯σTRS), (L,m′ ‖
σP ‖ PK∗, σTRS

′
) where L = (issue, (PK∗, PKT ))

and wins the game since TRS.Trace(L, m̄ ‖ σP ‖
PK∗, ¯σTRS ,m′ ‖ σP ‖ PK∗, σTRS

′
) = PKT and
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(L, m̄ ‖ σP ‖ PK∗) /∈ Query(A′, OTRS.SigskT
).

We have shown that there is an algorithm A′, which
can (t, q, ε)-break the exculpability of TRSs, if there
is an adversary that can (t, q, ε)-break the account-
ability of the OFE scheme. This is in contrast to the
exculpability of TRSs. Therefore, our OFE protocol
is type I accountable.

The types II and III accountability can be proved
similarly.
Lemma 2. Our OFE protocol is unconditionally se-
cure against signers.

Proof. The security against signers follows uncondi-
tionally from the ability of the arbitrator to produce
a TRS. Since having a valid partial signature σP on a
message m with respect to the public key PKi, the
arbitrator could always convert σP to the full signa-
ture σF = (σP , σ

TRS), by generating a TRS on (m ‖
σP ‖ PKi) with respect to the tag L, using his secret
key SKT .
Lemma 3. Our OFE protocol is (t, qRes, qPSig, ε)-
secure against verifiers if the underlying TRS is (t+
t1qPSig, qRes, ε)-unforgeable, where t1 is the time cost
to generate one partial signature in the proposed pro-
tocol.

Proof. Let A be the PPT adversary that (t, qRes,
qPSig, ε)-breaks the security against verifiers, we build
a PPT algorithm A′ which runs A as a subroutine
and (t+ t1qPSig, qRes, ε)-breaks the unforgeability of
TRSs.

On input, two challenge public keys pk0 and pk1
which are the ring public keys of the signer and arbitra-
tor, A′ generates a key pair (pk, sk) ← OS.KG(1k),
chooses a random bit b ← {0, 1} and sets PKT =
pkb and PK = (pk, pk1−b). Then A′ runs A on in-
put the (PKA, PK) and answers the partial signing
queries of A by computing OS.Sig(m, sk) and the
resolution queries by asking the TRS oracle to sign
(m ‖ σP ‖ PK) under the ring (pk0, pk1) and returns
σF = (σP , σ

TRS) as a resolved signature.

At the end of the game, A outputs (m′, σ′F =

(σ′P , σ
TRS′

)) as a forgery, where FV er(m′, σ′F , PK,
PKT ) = 1 and (m′, ., PK) /∈ Query(A,Res). Now
A′ output (m′ ‖ σ′P ‖ PK, σTRS

′
) as a valid TRS

on (m′ ‖ σ′P ‖ PK) under the ring (pk0, pk1), where
(m′ ‖ σ′P ‖ PK) is never issued by A′ to the TRS
oracle. The running time of A′ is the same as A plus
the time it takes to answer the partial signing queries,
which we denoted by t1. Thus the total running time
of A′ is t+ t1qPSig.

We have shown that there is an algorithm A′

which can (t + t1qPSig, qRes, ε)-break the unforge-
ability of TRSs, if there is an adversary who can

(t, qRes, qPSig, ε)-break the security against the veri-
fiers. This is in contrast to the unforgeability of TRSs.
Therefore, our OFE protocol is secure against verifiers.
Lemma 4. Our OFE protocol is (t, qPSig, ε)-secure
against the arbitrator, if the underlying ordinary sig-
nature is (t, qPSig, ε)-unforgeable.

Proof. LetA be the PPT adversary that (t, qPSig, ε)-
breaks the security against the arbitrator, we build a
PPT algorithm A′ which runs A as a subroutine and
(t, qPSig, ε)-breaks the unforgeability of the ordinary
signature.

On input the public key pk1 of ordinary signature
OS,A′ runs (sk2, pk2)← TRS.KG(1k), passesPK =
(pk1, pk2) as input to A who outputs (SK∗T , PKT ),
where PKT is the arbitrator’s public key. Then A asks
the OPSig oracle for partial signing queries which can
be simulated by A′ using the OOS.Sig oracle. When A
asks the OPSig oracle to sign a message m, A′ passes
m to OOS.Sig oracle which returns as a valid partial
signature.

At the end of the game A outputs (m′, σ′F =

(σ′P , σ
TRS′

)) as a forgery where FV er(m′, σ′F , PK,
PKT ) = 1 and . Now A′ outputs (m′, σ′P ) as a valid
signature on m′, where m′ never issued by A′ to the
signing oracle OOS.Sig.

We have shown that there is an algorithm A′ which
can (t, qPSig, ε)-break the unforgeability of ordinary
signature, if there is an adversary who can (t, qPSig, ε)-
break the security against the arbitrator. This is in
contrast to the unforgeability of ordinary signatures.
Therefore, our OFE protocol is secure against the
arbitrator.
Theorem 1. Our OFE protocol is secure in the multi-
user setting and chosen-key model.

Proof. The proof follows directly from the Lamma
1,2,3,4.

5 Our Concrete Protocol

Our concrete protocol which is secure in the random
oracle model is an example of our generic scheme.
However, due to the lack of efficiency, we leave it
to the future to present a concrete protocol which
is secure in the standard model. The protocol is
based on the Schnor’s ordinary signature [26] and
the Fujisaki’s TRS [20]. We use the same notation
as in [20] for generating and verifying σTRS . The
tag L = (issue, pkN ) refers to the ring between the
signers and the arbitrator, where issue ∈ {0, 1}∗
and pkN is a list consists of public keys of signers
and arbitrator. Let OS = (OS.KG,OS.Sig,OS.V er)
be the Schnor’s signature scheme and TRS =
(TRS.KG, TRS.Sig, TRS.V er, TRS.Trace) be the
Fujisaki’s TRS scheme. The protocol consists of the
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following algorithms:

• PMGen: On input the security parameter 1k,
outputs (G, q, g,H,H ′, H ′′) where G is a multi-
plicative group of prime order q with generator
g and H : {0, 1}∗ → G, H ′ : {0, 1}∗ → G, and
H ′′ : {0, 1}∗ → Zq.

• SetupTTP : The arbitrator runs TRS.KG(1k) to
compute (PKT , SKT ) = (xT , (g, yT , G)), where
xT ← Zq and yT = gxT .

• SetupUser: Each user runs (sk1i , pk
1
i ) = (x1i , g

x1
i )←

OS.KG(1k) and (sk12, pk
2
i ) = (x2i , g

x2
i ) ←

TRS.KG(1k) to compute the key pair (SKi, PKi)
= ((sk1i , sk

2
i ), (pk1i , pk

2
i )), where x1i , x

2
i ← Zq.

• PSig: To partially sign a message m ∈ {0, 1}∗,
the signer chooses r ← Zq and computes σP =
(α1, α2), where α1 = H ′(m, gr) and α2 = r −
α1x

1
i .

• PV er: To verify the partial signature σP on a
message m the verifier outputs “1”, if α1 =
H ′(m, gα2pk1i

α1), otherwise “0”.
• FSig: To fully sign a message m, the signer first

computes the partial signature σP and then runs
TRS.Sig(x2i ,m ‖ σP ‖ PKi, L) and computes
σTRS as follows:

(1) Compute h = H(L) and σi = hx
2
i .

(2) Compute A0 = H ′(L,m ‖ σP ‖ PKi) and
A1 = (σi/A0)1/i .

(3) For all i 6= j compute σj = A0A
j
1 ∈ G (every

(j, logh(σj)) is on the line between (i, logh(σi))
and (0, logh(A0)).

(4) Generate signature (cN , zN ) on (L,m ‖ σP ‖
PKi) based on a NIZK proof of knowledge for
the language

L = {(L, h, σN ) | i ∈ N : logg(pk
2
i ) = logh(σi)}

Where (cN , zN ) computed as follows:
◦ Choose wi ← zq and set ai = gwi , bi = hwi ∈
G.

◦ Choose zj , cj ← zq and set aj = gzjpk2i
cj , bj =

hzjσ
cj
j ∈ G for every j 6= i.

◦ Set c = H ′′(L,A0, A1, aN , bN ) where aN =
(a1, ..., an) and bN = (b1, ..., bn).

◦ Set ci = c −
∑
i 6=j cj mod q and zi = wi −

cix
2
i mod q, and return cN = (c1, ..., cn) And

zN = (z1, , zn) as a proof of L.
(5) Output σp = (A1, cN , zN ).

The full signature is σF = (σP , σ
TRS).

• FV er: To verify the signature σF on input mes-
sage m, the verifier first runs PV er(m,σP , pk

1
i )

to verify σP and then runs TRS.V er(m ‖ σP ‖
PKi, L, σ

TRS) and verify σTRS as follows:
(1) Separates L as (issue, pkN ) where pkN =
{pk21, ..., pk2n}, checks g,A1 ∈ G, ci, zi ∈ zq
and yi ∈ G for all i ∈ N . Sets h = H(L) and
A0 = H ′(L,m ‖ σP ‖ PKi), and computes

σi = A0A
i
1 ∈ G for all i ∈ N .

(2) Computes ai = gzipk2i
ci , bi = hziσcii for all i ∈

N
(3) Checks thatH ′′(L,A0, A1, aN , bN ) =

∑
i ci mod

q.
If both the verification output “1”, accept; other-
wise, reject.
• Res: After receiving σP from the verifier, which

is claimed to be generated by the signer, the ar-
bitrator first checks the validity of σP by run-
ning PV er(m,σP , pk

1
i ) and checks if the veri-

fier did his job and then transfers the partial
signature to the full signature σF by running
TRS.Sig(xT ,m ‖ σP ‖ PKi, L) and sets σF =
(σP , σ

TRS).
• ProveTTP : To claim or deny a signature pair
σF = (σP , σ

TRS) on a message m with respect
to the tag L, the arbitrator runs again σTRS

′ ←
TRS.Sig(xT ,m

′ ‖ σP ‖ PKi, L) and computes
σTRS

′
, where m′ is an arbitrary message different

from m.
• ProveUser: To claim or deny a signature pair
σF = (σP , σ

TRS) on a message m with respect
to the tag L, the user runs again σTRS

′′ ←
TRS.Sig(xi,m

′′ ‖ σP ‖ PKi, L) and computes
σTRS

′′
, where m′′ is an arbitrary message differ-

ent from m.
• Trace: To trace the generator of the message-

signature pair (m,σF ), where σF = (σP , σ
TRS),

the algorithm does as follows:
(1) Verifies the validity of πTTP = (m′, σTRS

′
) by

running TRS.V er(m′ ‖ σP ‖ PKi, σ
TRS′

, L)
and that m 6= m′. If either of the verification
fails, the judgment will be done according to
πUser; otherwise, it checks the relation between
(m,σTRS) and πTTP = (m′, σTRS

′
) with re-

spect to the tag L, where σTRS = (A1, cN , zN )
and σTRS

′
= (A′1, c

′
N , z

′
N ) as follows:

◦ Separates L to (issue, pkN ) and sets h =
H(L), A0 = H ′(L,m ‖ σP ‖ PKi) and com-
pute σi = A0A

i
1 for all i ∈ N . Does the same

thing for σTRS
′

and computes σ
′

i for all i ∈
N .

◦ For all i ∈ N , if σi = σ
′

i, stores pki in TList,
where TList is empty initially.
◦ Outputs PKT , if pki = yT is the only entry

in TList, and PKi otherwise.
(2) Verifies the validity of πUser = (m′′, σTRS

′′
) by

running TRS.V er(m′′ ‖ σP ‖ PKi, σ
TRS′′

, L)
and that m 6= m′′. If either of the verification
fails, the judgment will be done according to
πTTP ; otherwise, it checks the relation between
(m,σTRS) and πUser = (m′′, σTRS

′′
) with re-

spect to the tag L, where σTRS = (A1, cN , zN )
and σTRS

′′
= (A′′1 , c

′′
N , z

′′
N ) as follows:

◦ Separates L to (issue, pkN ) and sets h =
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H(L), A0 = H ′(L,m ‖ σP ‖ PKi) and com-
putes σi = A0A

i
1 for all i ∈ N . Does the

same thing for σTRS
′′

and computes σ
′′

i for
all i ∈ N .

◦ For all i ∈ N , if σi = σ
′′

i , stores pki in TList,
where TList is empty initially.
◦ Outputs PKi, if pki = pk2i is the only entry

in TList, and PKT otherwise.
(3) If the output of both 1 and 2 are the same, out-

puts pki(PKi or PKT ); otherwise, ⊥. If either
sides refuses to present a proof, the judgment
will be done according to the other one.

The concrete protocol can be proven secure in the
multi-user setting and chosen-key model under the
random oracle model. The proofs are similar to those
in the generic scheme and we just give the intuition
behind them here.

Resolution ambiguity requires that the Fu-
jisaki’s TRS be anonymous which is reduced to the
Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption in the
random oracle model.

Accountability requires that the Fujitsu’s TRS be
exculpable which is reduced to the discrete logarithm
assumption in the random oracle model.

Security against verifiers requires that the Fu-
jisaki’s TRS be unforgeable which is reduced to the
discrete logarithm assumption in the random oracle
model.

Security against the arbitrator requires that
the schnor’s signature be unforgeable which is reduced
to the discrete logarithm assumption in the random
oracle model.

6 Comparison

We note that the schemes proposed in [6, 8] have a
common property as our scheme, i.e. accountability.
In Table 1, we compare our scheme to these protocols
as well as the scheme proposed in [5] which motivates
our work. The comparison is made from the follow-
ing properties: multi-user setting or single-user set-
ting, chosen-key model or certified model, resolution
ambiguity, accountability, setup-free or setup-driven,
random oracle model or standard model.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, first we introduced different OFE con-
structions. Next, we investigated the security problem
raised in OFE protocols due to the arbitrator-verifier
collusion. We observed that the mentioned problem is
addressed by the accountable OFE protocol. However,
the existing protocol is secure in the random oracle
model, therefore, we proposed the first generic account-
able OFE protocol, which is secure in the standard

Table 1. A brief comparison with some related protocols
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[8] N N N Y Y Y

[5] Y Y Y N Y N

[6] Y Y Y Y Y Y

[Ours] Y Y Y Y Y N

model. Our protocol is based on ordinary signatures
and TRS schemes. Since, there are ordinary signatures
and TRS schemes secure in the standard model, it is
possible for us to construct concrete accountable OFE
protocols which are secure in the standard model.

We presented a concrete accountable OFE protocol
which is secure in the random oracle model as an
example of our generic scheme. However, due to the
lack of efficiency, we leave it as our future work to
construct a concrete accountable OFE protocol that
is secure without random oracles.
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